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IPCN Enquiries Mailbox
Objection to the Narrabri gas proposal being approved

Dear Sir/Madam
I am making contact with you to make my objection to the Narrabri coal seam gas mining activity .
This decision if approved will compromise the future use of the most productive farming land in Australia
permanently. The I P C must not allow the commissions decision to be influenced by lobbyist activities from vested
interests, or to be compromised in any way.
The company proposing this gas project is making statements that the project is safe, This is not true, This style of
mining has left a trail of destruction wherever it has been used, and these outcomes are all well documented for those
that care to know the truth.
Salt pollution, water pollution, land subsidence, air pollution from flaring ect, just some of the problems associated
with this style of mining.
Will the gas company, be selling gas to NSW at world prices, as the world price is set to fall dramatically as big
producers such as Russia and others flood the market with cheap gas, or will there be a locked in minimum price to
NSW?. and a win win situation for this miner.
There will be no oversupply of food crops in the world of the future.
What the government departments are proposing, is to give this extremely destructive mining process an opportunity
over and at great risk to generations of families that have made this area a vital food and textile producing area for
Australia.
As a property owner in this area, I am very concerned as to the possibility of land movement resulting in cracking of
reinforced concrete slab floor areas also cracking of brickwork walls ,glass office windows cracking, damage to
pluming and other parts of my building due to land movement caused by fracking, such that has been recorded in
other locations around the world.
If this proposal proceeds , I will have a full certified building inspection carried out on my premises prior to gas
production starting, and would not hesitate to join in or start a class litigation with others for damages to my building
that have been the result of land movement caused by fracking gas extraction.
Yours Sincerely
John L Roche
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